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Message from the
Vice President

Thank

By Edward Dekkers

weather was also again in our favour
making it a great day overall.

Hello, all members and welcome to the
second edition of our monthly newsletter,
Tiger News. Feedback from the first edition
has been very positive and the committee
are very pleased to be able to have this
open communication with our members
regarding things in and around our great
Tiger Kart Club. Once again thank you to
Kirsty Ferraro for bringing this all together.
I just wanted to spare a thought for our
karting compatriots in Victoria, with stage 4
lockdown in place meaning racing is once
again disallowed over there and it's sad to
see not everyone gets to enjoy the current
freedoms we have in WA (see Karting
Australia COVID-19 update below). Having
said that, with some restrictions still in
place in WA we request that you maintain
social distancing while at our facilities and
follow and respect the instructions of our
COVID Officer and volunteers at all times.
Once again, I thank you for your patience.
Hopefully (unless Clive Palmer gets his
way) we will be able to lift the last of these
restrictions in the near future.
The July Wanneroo club day was a great
meeting. We do apologise for the slightly
later start and we will continue to tweak
our procedures to remedy this, but we were
still able to finish at a perfect time. As rules
permit, we will looking at bringing back
presentations in some form in the future.

you

all

for

attending.

The

atmosphere was fantastic and apart from
a slightly damp track in the first heat, the

I had the pleasure of being pit crew in
Geraldton, and it was another fantastic
weekend. The weather was on our side
once we had defrosted in the mornings.
Newly created teams made a big splash,
and this was the first time I got to observe
the new track surface. I was simply blown
away with the almost non existent tyre
degradation and now that our committee
are largely on top of the issues needing
our immediate attention including COVID
regulations, I'm pleased to say our
attention will once again head to track
development and structuring. We have
had some members put up their hand to
help achieve this goal and I would like to
extend a thank you to them for their
assitance. Congratulations to the Tiger
members that achieved wins and podiums
at Round 2 of Goldstar. Always proud to
see our members up at the pointy end.
On a final note, there is something I would
like to bring to your attention and
consideration. Although we have a
number of volunteers, timing staff and
officials, the number is not sufficient
enough to be able to cycle the roles and
responsibilities, giving these people well
deserved rests and covering absences.
Can I ask that if you have an hour to spare
and would like to get more involved with
your club it would be great if you could do
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the online training courses for officials at
the KA website and register yourself so we
have someone to call on if any of our
volunteers are not available to attend a
meeting.
We are also looking for members
interested in assisting with the timing. In
addition, there is still a lot of work to be
done around both premises. We would like
to support our members and their
businesses, so if you have or are involved
in a business that provides products and
services that the club could utilise, please
let us know. Obviously, we'd rather any
money we have to spend stays within our
membership circle. Let us know what you
do.!
For this and any other feedback or ideas
you
have,
please
email
feedback@tigerkartclub.com.au. We want
to serve our members so let us know your
thoughts.
Thank you all for the positive feedback. It
really does make our jobs worthwhile.
I will see you at the track!

KARTING AUSTRALIA COVID UPDATE
The challenging time of COVID-19 activities
continue in many parts of the country and we feel for
our Victorian members and Clubs right now. The
painful certainty of what the Victorians are facing
right now is a very salient reminder to us all of just
what can happen if even a very small percentage of
the community do the wrong thing or do not take
enough care (even when it looks like the virus has
gone).
This will be with us for a long time yet. We must
adapt to this new COVID normal and constantly be
on guard to maintain and when required enhance our
control and prevention measures. We are currently
updating our "COVIDSafe Karting Events
Guides"and the "Attendees Guide" to reflect the
latest information. We will release new versions of
these documents shortly.
Our clubs have done wonderfully well so far and you
are all to be congratulated in what you have been
able to do for your members. Karting Australia's
objective is to everything possible to ensure that,
when we are allowed by our Government to use our
race tracks and our clubs, that you have everything
you need - information, resources, and strategies to
ensure that you can provide karting activities to your
members in a COVIDSafe manner.

Our objective have remained the same from day 1 of
the pandemic. We said then, and we say it again now:
Our objectives are to:
Keep everyone in the Karting Australia family
properly and responsibly advised with fact based
information - not news reports and social media
spin. We are relying upon firsthand Government
sources and advice from our Chief Medical Officer.
If a National or State Chief Medical Officer or the
Government doesn't say it, we wont't rely on it.
Protect our members - particularly those who are
most vulnerable.
Keep the wheels spinning at our clubs.
Plan and prepare so that we are ready to Proceed
with Power once the crisis passes.
Right now, there is a heightened level of uncertainty,
fear and trepidation in the community because of the
actions of a few that has caused a second wave of the
virus in Victoria That is completely understandable.
We will never ask or encourage our Clubs, Officials, or
Members to take unnecessary risks for the sake of our
sport - particularly in relation to COVID-19.

The Position in Victoria
The position that Melbourne is in at the moment is
terrible and our thoughts are will all of our
members and clubs in the stage 4 lockdown. Our
collective hopes are that the Stage 4 lockdown will
work and that within a few weeks the virus will be
back under control in those areas and that life as
most of us currently know it will return to those
areas.
For other areas of the country, while ever the
Federal Government or your State Government
allows activities such as Karting to take place, we
can see no reason why, within the COVIDSafe
limits that we have established, that our sport
should not continue at both Social/Recreational and
Competition levels.
It should be noted that NO Karting Competition
(Race Meetings) of any sort is permitted in any part
of Victoria now.

Karting Australia - Fri 7th August 2020

GOLDSTAR
ROUND 2 - 2020
THE PATRIZICORSE.COM GOLDSTAR SERIES - ROUND 2
Following Round 1 of the Goldstar series at our home track, many of our members travelled to Geraldton's
Midwest Kart Club for Round 2 held from the 24th to 26th July 2020.
KA4 JUNIOR LIGHT
1ST - Noah Lisle (2986)
2ND - Aidan Dekkers (2663)
3RD - Ethan Trager (2916)
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Noah Lisle
BEST LAP - Noah Lisle 37.014 sec
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CADET 12
1ST - Nicolas Stati (2753)
2ND - Connor Radford (2545)
3RD - Jack Webster (1936)
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Nicolas Stati
BEST LAP - Nicolas Stati 38.388 sec
Photo credit: Ningaloo Kart Images

TAG 125 HEAVY
1ST - Ryan Barron (3046)
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KA3 JUNIOR

2ND - Adrian Fogliani (2474)

1ST - Caleb Sumich (3348)

3RD - Shane McPherson (2930)

2ND - Thomas Loughton (3234)

FASTEST QUALIFIER - Ryan Barron

3RD - Robert West (2759)

BEST LAP - Ryan Barron 34.053 sec
Photo credit: Ningaloo Kart Images

FASTEST QUALIFIER - Robert West
BEST LAP - Joshua Byrne 34.045 sec
CADET 9
1ST - Campbell Thompson (3532)
2ND - Chace Webb (2963)
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3RD - William Kalcic Chen (2929)
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Campbell Thompson
BEST LAP - Campbell Thompson 38.862 sec
TAG 125 LIGHT
1ST - Hugh McGuire (2333)
2ND - Kip Foster (2988)
3RD - Luca Nici (2885)
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Luca Nici
BEST LAP - Liam Cain 33.330 sec
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GOLDSTAR
ROUND 2 - 2020
TAG 125 RESTRICTED LIGHT
1ST - Thomas Bowsher (3532)
2ND - Eli Tunstall (3020)
3RD - Joshua Healy (3120)
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Thomas Bowsher
BEST LAP - Thomas Bowsher 34.994 sec
TAG 125 RESTRICTED MASTERS
1ST - Simon Minton (2312)
2ND - Anthony Higgs (3283)
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3RD - Bradley Stewart (2505)
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Anthony Higgs
BEST LAP - Anthony Higgs 35.160 sec
KA3 SENIOR HEAVY
1ST - Aaron Chivers
2ND - Lochlen Harvey
3RD - James Cor
FASTEST QUALIFIER-Lochlen Harvey
BEST LAP - Aaron Chivers 35.768 sec
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KZ2
1ST - Simon Gwilliam

KA3 SENIOR MEDIUM

2ND - Ryan Bender

1ST - Zack Needham (3482)

3RD - Damon Papasergio

2ND - Royce Nott (2204)

FASTEST QUALIFIER - Ryan Bender

3RD - Braedyn Bowra (2040)

BEST LAP - Thomas Sparkes 32.794 sec

FASTEST QUALIFIER - Marty King
BEST LAP - Zack Needham 35.037 sec
KA3 SENIOR LIGHT
1ST - Ryan Nicholson (3228)
2ND - Hugh McGuire (3388)
3RD - Liam Cain (3029)
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Hugh McGuire
BEST LAP - Hugh McGuire 34.290 sec
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TAG 125 RESTRICTED MEDIUM
1ST - Aaron Chivers (2362)
2ND - Todd Davey (3260)
3RD - Marc Redman (1883)
FASTEST QUALIFIER - Aaron Chivers
Photo credit: Ningaloo Kart Images

BEST LAP - Aaron Chivers 35.277 sec

GOLDSTAR POINTS
TOP 3 FOLLOWING ROUND 2

KA3

TAG

1ST - ZACK NEEDHAM (3482)

1ST - TODD DAVEY (3260)

SENIOR MEDIUM

125 RESTRICTED MEDIUM

2ND-ROYCE NOTT (2204)

2ND-AARON CHIVERS (2362)

3RD-BRAEDYN BOWRA (2040)

3RD-JAMIE GEORGE (2335)

KA3

TAG

1ST - HUGH MCGUIRE (3388)

1ST - THOMAS BOWSHER (3532)

SENIOR LIGHT
2ND-RYAN NICHOLSON (3228)

RESTRICTED LIGHT

2ND-JOSHUA HEALY (3120)

3RD-LIAM CAIN (3029)

3RD-ELI TUNSTALL (3020)

TAG

KA3

1ST - RYAN BARRON (3046)

1ST - CALEB SUMICH (3348)

2ND-SHANE MCPHERSON (2930)

2ND-THOMAS LOUGHTON (3234)

3RD-JAY TEN BROEKE (2719)

3RD-ROBERT WEST (2759)

TAG

KA4

125 LIGHT

JUNIOR LIGHT

1ST - KIEREN ELLIS (3033)

1ST - NOAH LISLE (2986)

125 HEAVY

2ND-KIP FOSTER (2988)

JUNIOR

2ND-ETHAN TRAGER (2916)

3RD-LUCA NICI (2885)

3RD-AIDAN DEKKERS (2663)

TAG

CADET 12

125 RESTRICTED MASTERS

1ST - ZANE RHODES (2822)

1ST - ANTHONY HIGGS (3283)

2ND-NICOLAS STATI (2753)

2ND-BRADLEY STEWART (2505)

3RD-NASH FERRARO (2734)

3RD-JOHN HILL (2426)
FULL POINTS CAN BE VIEWED
BY VISITING
WWW.KARTINGWA.COM.AU

CADET 9

1ST - CAMPBELL THOMPSON(3532)
2ND-CHACE WEBB (2963)
3RD-WILLIAM KALCIC-CHEN (2929)
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FLAG OF THE MONTH

"It is only those who

YELLOW

A yellow flag / yellow light is the signal of danger ahead. Reduce your speed, do not
overtake and be prepared to change direction. There is a hazard ahead. Overtaking
is not permitted between the first yellow flag/light and the next operational flag
point that is not displaying a yellow flag/light. Drivers should raise one arm to
indicate that the Driver is slowing for the yellow flag to assist following drivers if it is
safe to do so. Failure to slow to a safe speed for a yellow flag will be considered a
serious breach of these rules.

have won with
integrity and care,
over an extended
period of time,who
have become
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RULE OF THE MONTH

CHAPTER 1 RULE 8 (IV): VIDEO RECORDING SYSTEMS
1.The fitting of video recording equipment to a Kart is permitted.
2. A maximum of four (4) video recording systems are permitted.
3, If a video recording system is fitted, one (1) unit must record vision in a forward direction
only and must be mounted on the Nassau panel in accordance with these rules.
a. It must consist of either;
A self contained (go-pro style) camera unit with a maximum 180 degree lens; or
A camera with a maximum 180 degree lens with a separate recorder unit.
b. It must not have any optical flashing function.
4. All parts of the system must be securely mounted and;
a. Must not impede the Driver during entry, exit or whilst driving.
b. Must not pose a hazard.
c. Must not interfere with any part of the control systems.
d. Must not obstruct or interfere with any competition numbers or official timing
equipment.
e. Must not be mounted in front of the pedals other than on the Nassau Panel.
f. If a video recording system is fitted, one (1) video recording system must be mounted a
minimum of 400mm and a maximum of 450mm from the top and on the front face of
the Nassau panel .The lens must be forward of the front face of the Nassau panel.
g. Each video recording system must have a multi strand tether securely attached to
camera system and the frame and/or bodywork and/or support brackets attached to the
kart.
5. Must weigh less than:
a. 0.3kg including all mounts and tether if using a self-contained camera unit; or
b. kg for the camera including all integrated cabling, batteries and other ancillary
components.
6. It will be mandatory for each kart competing in the following meetings to have a video
recording system that is mounted in accordance with these rules and be fully operational at
all times while the kart is on the track:
a. National Championship.
b. National Series
Photo credit: Ningaloo Kart Images
c. National Cup
7. It is recommended to have a video recording system that is mounted and operating in
accordance with these rules for all other meetings.
Photo credit: Ningaloo Kart Images
8. All cameras and the recording media is to be made available to the Race Director, Clerk
of the Course or the Stewards should they require them for use in any judicial matter.

TIGER NEWS

universally regarded
as successful".
SIR JACKIE STEWART
Photo credit: Ningaloo Kart Images

COMMITTEE UPDATE
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A few achievement since our last newsletter
are:
We successfully applied for a Lotterywest
grant to aid the club with COVID recovery,
this will be a financial aid for the club and
our tracks to recover on the other side of
COVID.
CASM and their staff - Ron & Marina with
help from Jeff Sadler our Treasurer have
made
massive
gains
in
tidying
up,
organising
and
reconciling
the
clubs
financials.
We have simplified and upgraded our
security to both circuits.
All locks have been replaced and new
master keys distributed and recorded (sorry
to anyone who may have been holding onto
a cheeky spare key for easy access to the
tracks, they won't work anymore.
Linda's security light at Cockurn has been
replaced.
We have completed some more electrical
work at the Wanneroo track and at Tracy's
residence.

I would like to echo Edwards thanks to Kirsty
Ferraro and the committee's efforts in making our
dream of a regular newsletter a reality. The first
edition was a cracker and the feedback was really
positive. I cannot wait to be in the "Driver Hot Seat"
and talk all about how good I used to be haha!!
Getting the first publication out is a mission,
backing it up with the section edition is the
biggest challenge. Behind the scenes your
committee has been working extremely hard to
tick off jobs on our wish list of things to improve
around the club and facilities.
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Our plumber has unblocked the plumbing at
Wanneroo toilets. We have had to add hand
towels to our bathrooms for COVID safe
compliance as we cannot use air dryers.
Subsequently the plumbing got blocked up
with hand towels. Please place hand towels
in the bins provided at both tracks and do
not flush them down the toilet - thank you.
More sand and gin gin quartz has been
delivered
to
Wanneroo
to
continue
upgrading our sand traps.
Sand traps and tyre barriers will be added
to the Wanneroo circuit with the goal to reuse the anticlockwise layouts in the future
after safety concerns were raised earlier this
year.
Cockburn sand traps will be prepped after
the clubrun this weekend in readiness for the
City of Perth titles next month.
We have been working through safety items
and planning for both tracks prior to our
next track safety inspections from Karting
Australia.
We will need to arrange busy bee's at both
tracks next month to get more jobs
completed.

COMMITTEE UPDATE
Renee Lane has been working hard on a new
Tiger Club shirt - soon to be released
Renee
is
also
working
on
a
wider
merchandise line for TKC - watch this space.
We are well on our way to having NBN sorted
for the Wanneroo track.
A new network printer is being organised for
Cockburn pit office to avert delays in racing
due to printing issues with thanks to Ron from
CASM for his kind donation to the club.
We are constantly in need of new people to get
involved with the club to learn the ropes of
running race meetings. We need extra volunteers
to learn timing, stewarding / clerk of course and
technical.
Karting Australia have made this easier than
ever with the online learning academy. We have
had good take up on the academy however not
many have completed all the modules all the
way to completion which means they aren't
accredited yet.
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These need to be completed in a certain time
frame so please do not delay if this is you. If you
haven't put your hand up yet but would like to /
or someone in your family is keen to get involved
please
email
me
at
secretary@tigerkartclub.com.au.
On this note I would like to extend a massive
thank you to Brooke McKenna for putting up her
hand to learn timing with Renee. The McKenna's
are a new family to karting and Brooke was keen
from the get go to dive in and get involved.
Brooke did a fantastic job under pressure with
being thrown in at the deep end last meeting at
Wanneroo. This encapsulates the club spirit of
Tiger. The committee are hoping this spirit is
contagious and becomes the Tiger Kart
Club pandemic (too soon, ahh well it made me
giggle).
We on the committee are extremely buoyed and
encouraged by all the positive feedback we
have been receiving from our members and the
wider community, we feel we are heading in the
right direction. We want to lead by example in
getting the community vibe back into the club, if
we all lend a hand we won't overwhelm the
volunteers we currently have. If you see
someone volunteering around the track in any
capacity, please take a moment to give them
your thanks.

WORK THAT FRO
I am booking people in the for the rest of the
season to do their club duties so if you want to
secure
your
slot
please
email
me
secretary@tigerkartclub.com.au.
That is enough from me for one month, see you
at the track.
Best wishes
Troy Stones-Clark
Secretary

DRIVER HOT SEAT

luca
nici
No. 55
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Best karting achievement?

Age: 14

2 x WA State Champion

Chassis: Ricciardo Kart

Worst karting moment:?

Engine: IAME X30

2015 Kart State Titles

When did you start karting? 2012

What do you love most about karting?

Favourite WA track? Kalgoorlie

Driving fast.

Favourite Food? Fried Chicken

Something most people don't know

Most disliked food? Pine Nuts

about you?

Favourite sport outside of karting?

I can't cook.

Basketball
Who is your karting inspiration?

33 55

Age: 9
Chassis: Arrow X5
Engine: Vortex Minirok
When did you start karting? 2019
Favourite WA track? Geraldton
Favourite Food? Mint Chocolate
Most disliked food? Brussell Spouts
Favourite sport outside of karting?
All motorsport
Who is your karting inspiration?
Greg & Sam Dicker

DRIVER HOT SEAT

chace
webb
No. 33

Fernando Alonso

Best karting achievement?
Qualifying P4 at my first AKC
event at The Bend.
Worst karting moment:?
Starting P2 in the final of City
of Perth titles and not making it
through turn 1.
What do you love most about
karting?
The speed, making friends and always learning new things.
Something most people don't know about you?
I was born in country Victoria.

CADET 12

1ST - CONNOR RADFORD
2ND- CHASE WILDMAN
3RD - BENJAMIN HALL
1ST - LEEROY TOON

CADET 4SS

KA4 JNR
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1ST - LACHLAN ADAMS
2ND- AIDAN DEKKERS
3RD - JAMES MICUCCI-ALLEN
1ST - ZED MCKENNA
2ND- CALLUM MILLIGAN

Y

KA3 JNR

KA2 JNR

4SS JNR

OORENNA

02 YAD BULC - YLU

CADET 9

1ST - CAMPBELL THOMPSON
2ND- CHACE WEBB
3RD - WILLIAM KALCIC CHEN

1ST - JAMES MICUCCI-ALLEN
2ND- ROBERT WEST
3RD - GABRIEL BELLANCA
1ST - JAMES MICUCCI-ALLEN
2ND- ROBERT WEST
3RD - JENSEN BLOK
1ST - JENSEN BLOK
2ND- MATTHEW CULL
3RD - SEBASTIAN GUEST
1ST - JAIDEN HYDE

KA3 SNR
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TAG 125
RESTRICTED

LIGHT

1ST - TROY STONES-CLARKE
2ND- EDWARD DEKKERS
3RD - EVAN MCCULLOCH
1ST - DANIEL CLARK
2ND- CLAYTON BREMNER
3RD - BRYN DUFFY

RESTRICTED

MEDIUM

TAG 125
RESTRICTED

MASTERS

1ST - PETER TEN BROEKE
2ND- NIGEL DUNNE
3RD - IAN SHAW
1ST - MICHAEL YIP
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TAG 125
L

I

G

H

T

TAG 125
H

E

A

V

1ST - JOHN-PAUL VOSLOO
2ND- CAPRICE HALL
3RD - CRAIG THOMSON
1ST - KIEREN ELLIS
2ND- LIAM CAIN
3RD - CAPRICE HALL
1ST - JAY TEN BROEKE
2ND- MARCUS BLINCO

Y

1ST - JASON GAIKHORST

WA OPEN

OORENNA

02 YAD BULC - YLU

TAG 125

1ST - BENJAMIN BONDIN
2ND- BRADLEY DEAN
3RD - PAUL DABINET

CADET 12

1ST - CHASE WILDMAN
2ND- CONNOR RADFORD
3RD - JETT MCDONNELL
1ST - LEEROY TOON

CADET 4SS

KA4 JNR
L
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1ST - CONNOR PAYNE
2ND- SEBASTIAN GUEST
3RD - JAMES MICUCCI-ALLEN
1ST - ZED MCKENNA

KA4 JNR
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KA3 JNR

4SS JNR

1ST - DYLAN GUEST
2ND- JAMES MICUCCI ALLEN
3RD - ROBERT WEST
1ST - MATTHEW CULL
2ND- JENSEN BLOK

1ST - BAIL E Y R E Y NOL DS-ST E P HE N

KA3 SNR
L
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CADET 9

1ST - CAMPBELL THOMPSON
2ND- CHACE WEBB
3RD - JULIAN BARBAS
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2ND- SEAN WORTH
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TAG 125
RESTRICTED

LIGHT

TAG 125
RESTRICTED

MEDIUM

1ST - CHANTELLE HALL
2ND- EDWARD DEKKERS
3RD - EVAN MCCULLOCH
1ST - RICHARD REYNOLDS
2ND- HENDRIK VAN DER WALT
3RD - CONOR ASH
1ST - ADAM GANDOSSI
2ND- BENJAMIN BONDIN
3RD - DANIEL WORTH

TAG 125
RESTRICTED

MASTERS

4SS SNR
M
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1ST - CAPRICE HALL
2ND- JAY TOON

M

1ST - CAPRICE HALL

TAG 125
L

I

G

H

T

TAG 125
H

NRUBKCO

02 YAD BULC - GU

1ST - ALLAN BEARD

E

A

V

Y

1ST - BRAD DUFFY
2ND- MARCUS BLINCO

